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INTEGRATED MONITORING TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS AT 
LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY 

ABSTRACT 

Los Alamos National Laboratory staff have participated in the development and 
installation of unattended monitoring systems in facilities in Europe, North America, Asia, 
and Central Asia. These systems were designed to respond to needs generated by 
safeguards inspectors and plant operators to have around-the-clock inspection capabilities. 
The unattended monitoring systems in support of International Atonlic Energy Agency 
(IAEA) safeguards require that the inspectors visit the facilities at intervals of 1-3 months 
rather than having a continuous presence. A first generation of instruments and software 
was developed to instrument facilities from approximately 1988-1996 and is still in use 
today.[ 1,2] This paper describes a second generation of instrumentation and software now 
under development at Los Alamos to meet the increased needs of the end users. 

1 .  INTRODUCTION 

Up to October 1997, Los Alamos National Laboratory (Los Alamos) has been 
involved in the development and installation of over 50 systems that are installed in 12 
facilities throughout the world with over 300 system-years of operation. Typically, these 
systems consist of instruments (either GRANDs' or shift registers) connected to detectors. 
The instruments and data collection computers reside in a sealed cabinet near the detectors 
and run the Monitor and Collect software in unattended mode for periods of 30-90 days. 
During an inspection, the inspector retrieves the data from individual sealed cabinets and 
takes it to another location for review and analysis. 

Developments in the hardware and software for these systems have been dictated by 
these new requirements : 

to have multiple data types collected at a central location; 
to have the radiation-based systems integrate other types of data, such as 
operator data, video surveillance, seals, binary indicators, and alm panels; 
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to have data moved to the central computer in near real time so decisions can be 
made within seconds or minutes of the radiation detection; 
to time synchronize all systems; and 
to have the capability to transfer data to a location remote from the facility. 

2 .  SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The second generation of unattended monitoring systems extends the current 

systems’ design and capabilities. From the hardware view, a new intelligent family of 
instruments is being developed to cover several types of radiation measurements and to 
provide a network to interconnect instruments and the central collection computer. At the 
central collection computer, a Multi-Unit Collect program retrieves data from several 
instruments. For the data review, flexible and modular software (Integrated Review 
System) integrates several types of data with the radiation data. The modular system 
design allows for expansion to include remote transmission capabilities. 

2.1 Intelligent Family of Instruments 
The concept is to provide safeguards authorities and users with a family of 

instruments based on a core of boards and a single operating system. The family of 
instruments is easily configurable in both hardware and embedded software. From an end 
user standpoint, the instruments look very familiar and the use of the various personalities 
of the family is very similar; hence, initial training and retraining are significantly reduced. 
From the maintenance side, the basic boards of the system and the housing are the same. 
Hence, inventory requirements and training are significantly reduced. From the developer 
view, development time and effort is reduced because the modularity allows hardware and 
software to be reused in different instruments. 

The foundation of the system is a basic set of system boards, case, battery, and 
operating system. The processor board with a simple, internal, optimized bus is the heart of 
the system. The processor board is low powered and has a significant amount of battery 
backed-up memory which serves as the processor system memory as well as storage. It 
also has a Flash-ROM-based operating system, a real-time clock, 8 bits each of binary 
input and output, external interrupt capabilities, analog inputs, two serial interface ports 
which can be either asynchronous (up to 1 15K baud) or synchronous running at 1 .5Mbit/s, 
and a single pulse-counting channel. It provides master timers and a synchronized 
acquisition control signal which has time resolution down to 0.125 s which allows 
subsecond sampling. Also common to all designs is the low-voltage power supply board 
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and bias board set. The boards are housed in a custom metallic plastic enclosure which is 
approximately 10 cm x 8.75 x 20 cm long. 

The first instrument in the family was the M3CA2.[3,4] The following personality 
boards are either developed or in the planning stages to satisfy the various data acquisition 
needs in unattended monitoring. 

1) An Intelligent Shift Register (ISR) board [5] supports shift-register coincidence 
counting, multiplicity counting, and has three additional scalars. 

2) A 1-K ADC is a much lower power partner to the M3CA. All the analog electronics 
reside on a single board, but the unit is otherwise virtually plug-in compatible with its 
older sibling. The unit has a single time constant, and the analog to digital converter 
(ADC) was changed from Wilkenson type to successive approximation. An analog 
first in, first out (FIFO) buffer was also added to enhance the throughput. 

3) A Triple Pulse Counter (TPC) board provides the capability for counting pulses as in 
the original GRAND. 

4) A Dual Ionization Chamber board provides similar functionality to the original GRAND 
board. Enhancements improve the throughput and lower the processor overhead 
required to service this board. It still operates in the current mode with a range of 10 
orders of magnitude and least count of 3 ~ 1 8 ' ~ A .  

5) Other boards in the planning stage include general bias supplies and an amplifierhingle 
channel analyzer card to complement the TPC board. 

2.2 Intelligent ILON Modules 
The Intelligent LON (EON)[G] module provides a means by which many 

instruments may be connected together over a wide area. The ILON was initially 
implemented as an extension cord between the instrument and collect computer. Because 
of the intelligence of the ILON, it can do more than merely pass serial data as an extension 
cord, such as transmitting binary signals from the radiation monitors to trigger the 
operation of a camera. 

The ILON motherboard has the same processor, memory, parallel interface, real- 
time clock and serial electronic interfaces as the processor board described above; also on 
the motherboard is a connector compatible with the electrical and mechanical standards of 
commercial LON technology boards. Network media supported include twisted pair, fiber 
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optic, RF, and power line. An efficient, built-in switching power supply allows the ILON 
to be powered from local 8- 14 V, supplies or from power distributed on a second twisted 
pair. 

The current definition of the LON firmware provides for seven distinct functions. 
These functions are orthogonal, and one EON may contain more than one function, as 
long as the functions do not use the same set of resources. The following are the seven 
functions: 

1) Instrument: This function is used in an LON that is attached to an instrument that 
expects to send and receive data to and from a computer over a serial interface. Data are 
received from the network by the node and passed to the instrument, and vice versa. 

2) Collect: This node is similar to the instrument node in that it expects to send and 
receive data to and from an instrument over a serial interface. It differs from an 
instrument node in that it must keep track of which instruments are sending data to 
which serial ports on the computer. 

3) Binary Input: This node receives up to eight single-bit inputs from attached 
instruments or sensors and passes the value of the binary input across the network to 
other devices. Inputs at this node are mapped to outputs at other nodes via 
configuration information in the node. 

4) Binary Output: This node receives messages from the binary input nodes and acts on 
them to trigger attached devices such as cameras. 

5) Binary Concentrator: This node watches the network for messages from binary 
input nodes, time stamps them, and formats them into records to be sent to a collect 
program to allow tracking of the binary input changes. 

6) Master Timer: This node receives a time synchronization signal from an attached 
device and uses this to set the clocks of the other devices on the network via a time- 
synchronization protocol. 

7) Alarm panel: This node is connected to a device consisting of alarm lights, an audible 
alarm, and a squelch button. 

Each ILON has a unique number which is used in passing data between nodes. 
Messages for each unit contain the number of the node attached to the unit. Messages are 
wrapped in packets containing addressing and checksum data and put on the network. A 
node accepts packets with its address and ignores the others. The node strips off the packet 
information and processes the messages. Currently the networking is based on the 
commercial LON technology which provides for messages to be transparently 
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authenticated. Although LON is used now, other networking technologies could be 
implemented in a similar fashion. 

2.3 Data Collection Software 
The data collection software is divided into two main parts: the Monitor program 

which resides in the intelligent instrument and the Multi-Unit Collect program which 
resides on the central data collection computer. The L O N  modules interconnect the 
instruments and the collect computer. 

doing adaptive processing to determine how much data should actually be saved, 
monitoring and recording the instrument state of health, temporarily storing data in its 
battery backed-up memory and sending the data to collect upon request. In addition, most 
new systems now require that Monitor perform time synchronization. Also, Monitor 
contains the ability to indicate to other devices when radiation is present. This information 
could be used to signal a camera to take pictures at a faster rate. Monitor provides the 
information through a parallel port interface and the L O N  module transmits the information 
to the appropriate device@). 

Multi-Unit Collect provides the capability for data from several instruments to be 
retrieved by a single computer at a central location. One collect program will be used for 
multiple types of instruments such as GRANDs, ISRs and 1-K ADCs, and the same 
program can handle multiple instruments of each type. Currently the ability to collect data 
from up to 10 GRAND type instruments has been implemented. The user can add, pause, 
or delete instruments and show current instrument status. The main screen (Fig. 1) allows 
the user to quickly determine which instruments are connected and their current status. The 
main task of Multi-Unit Collect is to off load the data stored in the intelligent instruments 
when needed. All instruments are polled as to their current status and amounts of stored 
data; when requested, data are transmitted to the collect computer where they are stored on 
disk. The remote instrument data off-loading scheme is the same as that used in the 
original GRAND MonitodGRAND Collect programs. The off-loaded data are organized 
and stored. The program also provides the user interface by which the inspector can copy 
the data from the various instruments to a floppy disk or other mass storage device. 

Monitor contains the traditional features of acquiring the data at preset intervals, 

2.4 Integrated Review System 

to the data-reviewing process. The ability to review multiple types of data at a high level 
and in a quick and easily understandable manner was needed as well as adaptability of the 

The growing needs of the safeguards community required significant enhancements 
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software to many different facilities in many different configurations. To accomplish this, 
multiple small data-reviewing tools specific to a single data type were developed. Each 
review tool can be used as a separate application and be configured to communicate and 
interact with any other review tool. This approach provides a set of tools which can satisfy 
many different safeguards needs. 

description of the various tools follows. 
The current data-reviewing suite consists of several applications. A brief 

1) Radiation Review: This tool reviews radiation data. It expands on the first 
generation of review programs. It imports the radiation data from multiple instruments 
into a single database and checks the imported data for integrity. It analyzes the data 
using one of three algorithms to search data channels for radiation events and 
determines the direction of radiation motion. Up to ten channels of data can be 
displayed graphically. It provides summaries of data, channel events or radiation 
movements to the user, and performs database backup and restore features. Currently 
these features are implemented for GRAND and shift register data but all radiation types 
will be covered by this single program. 

2) Operator Review: This tool reviews facility declarations. It converts facility 
specific declarations into a generic format and displays them within a table. The user 
can use color to highlight declarations within the table. The software design separates 
the unique facility conversion process from the main application in order to allow 
different facilities to integrate the same Operator Review interface into their existing 
software. 

3) Digital Video Review: This tool reviews digital images. A video control panel 
provides video reviewing capabilities similar to a VCR (play forward, play reverse, 
pause, etc.). In addition, it provides the ability to instantly display a specific image, 
adjust image properties, select from multiple cameras, and repeatedly play a range of 
images. The software design separates the video control panel from the video display 
panel which is specific to the digital camera system used. This allows facilities to 
integrate the same Digital Video Review application interface into different digital video 
camera systems. 

4) TLR Review: This tool is similar to Digital Video Review, however it reviews 
analog images recorded by a TLR (Time Lapse Recorder). Images are taken 
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periodically until an external trigger (normally from radiation detection) causes images 
to be recorded at a faster rate. During the video import process, the analog tape is 
scanned and a list of the externally triggered events is created. The interface provides 
video reviewing capabilities similar to a VCR (play forward, play reverse, pause, stop, 
fast forward, rewind, etc.). In addition, it provides the ability to quickly position the 
analog tape at any of the externally triggered events. The process of quickly locating an 
event is accomplished through an algorithm which predicts the iequired time to fast 
forward or rewind to reach the destination frame. 

5) Integrated Review: This tool reviews summary data from the other more specific 
data-reviewing tools. It is designed to be the main focus point for reviewing 
safeguards data by leading the inspector through the process. Normally the review 
begins by Integrated Review automatically importing all data through the other review 
tools. A configurable set of summary data from the import processes is then displayed 
within a table. Integrated Review’s most noteworthy strengths are its ability to 
compare this summary data and report the results. The comparison algorithm is data 
unique and is completely contigurable. It also reports partial matches within the data 
and resynchronizes the comparison process to account for noisy data. The results are 
indicated in the summary table by both color and text (R = Reconciled, P = Partially 
reconciled, U = Unreconciled). The inspector then has the ability to display subsets of 
the summary data, review the summary data in detail through the other review tools, 
manually reconcile data, highlight data, enter comments, and print the table. Figure 2 
displays an example of a reconciled summary table. 

A notable characteristic of the Integrated Review System is the ability to 
automatically match and display different types of time-synchronized data between the 
different review tools. The user needs to simply select data within the review tool and then 
select the destination review tool name. For example, to display matching Radiation 
Review data from Integrated Review, the user would select a cell within the Integrated 
Review summary table and then select Radiation Review from its menu. Radiation Review 
would then automatically display its graph with the matching data highlighted. This 
process can be used to display data between any two review tools and investigate in detail 
any data type within the Integrated Review summary table (including the miss-matched data 
reported by the comparison algorithm.). Figure 3 illustrates the data-matching process 
between four different review tools. 
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2.5 Remote Transmission Capabilities 

data, has been identified in the IAEA Program 93+2 as a development area that could 
improve the efficiency of safeguards. Since commercial technology to send data over long 
distances is readily available, the largest efforts needed to implement remote NDA are 
essentially the same as for integrated monitoring: selection of the set of NDA 
measurements appropriate to safeguard the facility, development of reliable unattended 
monitoring hardware and software, a local network, and integrated data and reviewing 
software. Much of the technology that is needed to implement remote NDA is the same as 
the Los Alamos-developed integrated monitoring technology discussed earlier. 

Remote transmission of safeguards data, including nondestructive assay (NDA) 

Some desired capabilities of a remote NDA system are the following: 

reliable continuous unattended operation, 
integration of all important data types such as operator declarations, NDA, and 
containment and surveillance (US), 
ability to transfer raw NDA data and system state-of-health information to a 
remote location (Vienna, state inspectorate, or the IAEA regional office), 
authentication of the transferred data, 
automatic archival and backup of the raw data, 
controlled access to the facility data, including perhaps limiting outside access to 
approved users at pre-defined periods of time, and 
use of the same review software in the facility and the remote location. Using 
the same software to review the data eliminates unnecessary additional training. 

Figure 4 shows a simplified schematic diagram of a remote NDA system with these 
desired capabilities which will be implemented in early calendar year 1998 (CY 98) using 
Los Alamos-integrated monitoring components and other commercial software and 
hardware. This figure depicts a system which, at the lowest level, will network several 
NDA instruments using EON modules. In addition to the NDA data transferred over the 
network, a copy of the raw data will be archived by each NDA instrument itself in a 
protected copy isolated inside the instrument’s sealed cabinet. The isolated copy provides 
the basis for ultimate authentication of data if any question should arise. All NDA data will 
be transferred over the network to the Multi-Unit Collect computer with authentication 
automatically provided by the EON network. Other data, such as operator declarations, 
can be transferred using the NDA network or using a network entirely independent from 
the NDA system. A connection between the NDA network and the C/S system will be 
provided for exchange of trigger signals. 
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The raw NDA data will be saved by Multi-Unit Collect in a local facility archive and 
will be made available for remote transfer via the Internet (phone or satellite links are also 
possible) by authenticated File Transfer Protocol (FTP). During a facility inspection, the 
data will be reviewed at the NDA review station using software based on the Integrated 
Review system. 

remote archive system will request the raw data to be transferred and will archive an exact 
copy of the raw data. Transfer of the data at prescheduled intervals will eliminate time 
wasted waiting for the transfer of large amounts of data. During a remote inspection, the 
data will be reviewed using the same software used in the facility. 

Los Alamos-integrated monitoring technology was developed with the objective to 
make these systems “remote ready.” The current designs provide for an interface with 
existing data transmission networks, yet the modular design allows for an easy upgrade to 
eventual future network technology. 

Periodically, when a remote inspection is initiated, or at a prescheduled time, the 

3 .  CONCLUSIONS 
Los Alamos has evolved earlier instrumentation and software into a second 

generation for unattended monitoring systems. Integration has occurred at all levels of the 
system. Los Alamos use the E O N  modules to interconnect multiple instruments. A 
centralized data collection computer receives information from all instruments in near real- 
time. By developing the hardware and software in independent modules, we have been 
able to capitalize on reuse of several boards and much software; new capabilities can be 
easily added by changing or adding modules. The Integrated Review System compares 
and contrasts different types of data. Flexible and modular software is easily configured to 
specific facilities or expanded. The systems are “remote ready” and can use existing 
commercial technology to send data to remote locations. 

4 .  CREDITS 
Many parties have been involved in these activities in addition to Los Alamos: the 

IAEA, the Japanese Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corp., Japan Nuclear 
Fuel Limited, and Nuclear Material Control Center, and the Kazakstan BN-350 facility. 
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Fig. 1.  Multi-Unit Collect screens that show which instruments are connected and their status. 
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Comments RAD OP OP TLR 

&R R R 1997.01.06-0014:39 In 23.1 1997.01.06 -001400 In 1997.01.06 - 00:14:48.20 None 
0002 R R R 1997.01.06-0029:54 In 23.4 1937.01.06 - 003000 In 
0003 IP IP 1997.01.06 -00:45:08 In 23.3 
0004 IR 
0005 R R R 1997.01.06-01:0023 In 23.2 
0006 R R R 1997.01.05-01:15:37 In 22.9 
0007 R R R 1997.01.06-01:30:52 In 23.4 
0008 P P 1997.01.06-01:46:06 In 22.2 
0009 R R R 1997.01.05-0201:21 In 23.2 
0010 R R R 1997.01.06-02:16:36 In 23.1 
0011 R R R 1997.01.06-02:31:50 In 23.4 
0012 U 1997.01.06 - 02:47:05 In 23.1 
0013 R R R 1997.01.06-03:02:18 In 22.8 
0014 R R R 1997.01.06-0317:33 In 23.2 

- R R n - -  -7 In 7- .. 

1997.01.07 - 00:45:00 In 
1997.01.06 -01:OOOO In 
1997.01.06 -01:lSOO In 
1997.01.05 -01:31:00 In 

1997.01.06-0201:OO In 
1997.01.06 -02:16:00 In 
1997.01.06 - 023200 In 

1997.01.06 - O3:02:00 In 
1997.01.06 -03:17:00 In 

’ “’W’WlO In 

1997.01.06 - 00.30:04.07 None 
1997.01.06 - 00:45:18.09 Inspector Rewndled. 

1997.01.06 - 01:00:32.19 None 
1997.01.06 - 01:15:47.07 None 
1997.01.06 - 01:31:01.19 None 
1997.01.06 - 01:46:15.28 Missing Operator Data? 
1997.01.06 - 02:01:31.14 None 
1997.01.06 -0216:45.19 None 
1997.01.06 - 02:31:59.29 None 

1997.01.06 - 03:02:28.26 None 
1997.01.06 -03:17:41.26 None 
1997.01 *- ^”W57.02 None 

lnmrred Date Remrded. 

OnQ Radialion Deteded! 

Fig. 2. Integrated Review reconciliation results reported in the summary table. 
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A 
Fig. 3. This diagram displays four review tools configured with Integrated Review as the inspection focus 

and using detailed data from Radiation Review, Operator Review, and any video review tool. The arrows 

illustrate how messages can be sent between review tools to display matching data. 
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Fig. 4. Simplified schematic diagram of a remote monitoring system under development using Los 

Alamos-integrated monitoring technology. 
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